
THE
WORKBOOK 

A TOOL FOR WORKING ALONGSIDE
YOUR VIDEO WORKSHOP



WELCOME!

It is a pleasure to have you with us and I can not wait to take you through this

workshop, making sure to always drive home and remind you that the passion

for what you are trying to accomplish needs to be at the forefront. 

After all, that's why we all bought our ticket onto this crazy ride, right? 

Because we love it! 

We love that electricity that we feel during a live performance and the way

we get to express ourselves artistically when the words we try to speak, won't

come out.  

 

This is what I want you to remember as we go through this training and even

in the harder exercises, you should know that it's all working towards that final

goal!

 

As a musician in the digital era of music, it can be difficult when there are

100,000 ways that we can expose our music to potential new fans, I'm here to

simplify, support and guide you through the process, and by the end of this,

you will feel much more confident and ready to take on the industry by

yourself. 

 

When it's time, and you'll know when it is, you will be much more equipped to

allow a professional team into your hard earned success. 

 

I can not wait to meet and support you all on your journeys! 

 

Music & Love, 

 

Nikki Pope

Musician, Creator & Founder of 'The Unsigned Artist'

Our private Facebook Group is for aspiring, determined
artists who have attended our events or have bought our
products! 
You'll receive up to date news, secret content, participate in
open discussions, networking and discount offers!  

JOIN US IN OUR
FACEBOOK GROUP!

REQUEST TO
 JOIN HERE!

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2559229994135141/?source_id=389450931705499
https://www.instagram.com/theunsignedartist_/
https://www.facebook.com/unsignedartistworkshop/?view_public_for=389450931705499
https://twitter.com/unsigned_the
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/iamnikkipope/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdmeYh4fhF2RqdsD67W002A?view_as=subscriber
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THE
DREAM

EXERCISE

TRACK 1

OBJECTIVES

To establish, honestly, your career aspirations

and GOALS

To recognise the OBSTACLES that could get

in the way of you achieving your goals and

how to best prevent them.
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THE DREAM EXERCISE

·  TRACK 1  ·

The only way to fully drive our dreams towards a reality is to have a

strategy in place to fulfil those goals as smoothly as possible. 

First though, we need to acknowledge what they are!

It's easy to get lost in this rollercoaster of an industry and we do tend to  

guard ourselves from fear of failure or rejection, but to achieve your

dreams you must throw it out into the universe for it to manifest.

 

For this exercise to fully work, you need to be completely honest with

yourself, challenge and delve deep into your imagination and overall,

enjoy this process! 

On the next page, in pencil, write down the top 10 things you want to

accomplish in your career. 

Start with the smaller, more manageable goals and build them up to

your wildest dreams.

 

LETS GO!

 

...and don't worry, these are for your eyes only! Treat this as a living, 

 breathing document because as you progress and as the opportunities

come your way, things are bound to change here and there!

A google doc is a perfect tool for this
exercise if you don't want to print this 
 template off! 
Be as extravagant as you wish, the
artists we look up to now, always had
wild aspirations!

TIPS

NOTES



Start off with smaller, more manageable goals building up to your wildest

dreams! What did you dream of as a child? Is that still your honest truth? 

YOUR TOP 10 CAREER GOALS

TRACK 1  ·  EXERCISE 1
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YOUR OBSTACLES

·  TRACK 1  ·

With every aspiration comes an obstacle (or 2, or 3, or 4...) and that's

okay. Don't let it deter you. 

Even the greatest inventions had to overcome the obstacles placed in

front of them, do not fall at the first hurdle. 

Breathe, be patient and go back to basics. 

How can you fix this problem in the smoothest way possible? There will

be a solution, you just need to find it.

 

On the next page, you'll find two columns. 

The first column should link up with your Career Goals on the previous

page. For every goal you made, think of potential obstacles that could

get in the way of you achieving it and write them down in the same

format on the next page. 

The second column is your solution section, try and forecast potential

ways to remedy each problem. By doing so, you can optimise your

chances for avoiding the pitfalls, and if you do fall short, then you can

refer back to here for advice and strategy solutions.



Try to be specific with the problems that could prevent you from obtaining the

corresponding goal. You may find that your answers repeat, next to them try to

think of ways you can divert these potential issues. 

THE OBSTACLES

TRACK 1  ·  EXERCISE 2
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ARTIST
BRANDING

TRACK 2

OBJECTIVES

To create an IMAGE that we are most

comfortable with and one of which best

describes our style of music

To find our STORY and what makes us

relatable

To fully acknowledge our IDENTITY when it

comes to the music we create and where we

belong in the music industry



THE UNSIGNED ARTIST

ARTIST BRANDING

The definition of branding means to create an identity that is unique to

you or your product. 

For an artist, it is about cultivating a strong IMAGE, STORY & IDENTITY.

This is reflective of you, your music and your overall product.

 

To really break things down and make them easy to understand, we are

going to look at Artist Branding in those three sections:

 

Follow each step carefully, really think about the qualities that best

describe you and your sound and by the end of this process, you should

understand your brand much more clearly, meaning you'll be able to

better serve your fans.

 

Let's get started...

Image

STORYIDE
NTI

TY

 2 . 1

·  TRACK 2 ·



THE UNSIGNED ARTIST

ARTIST BRANDING: IMAGE

Your image should quickly portray your personality and it should give us

an indication of your style of music.

These elements should be consistent across the board, from Posters

and Social Networks, to EP's and Album artwork. 

 

Consider your colours, fonts and textures.

Head on over to The Unsigned Artist Pinterest account, and you'll see

that on the ARTIST BRANDING board, I have pinned a number of images

to give you an understanding of the types of examples I mean when

piecing together your overall image. 

 

You'll notice that I have split the board into two, covering graphics and

style separately. The GRAPHICS includes fonts, artist examples and my

favourite, colour psychology boards. 

A brand psychology board describes the personalities behind the

different colours which could in turn, help you choose what would best

suit your brand.

 

The second board on the ARTIST BRANDING Pinterest is predominantly

for STYLING. This is where an artist will use the way they dress as a

form of expression that best suits the style of music they create. 

 

Why does Ed Sheeran always wear his famous plaid shirt? 

Could Lana Del Rey make us swoon any more with her vintage 60's

inspired retro-style?

Did Fleetwood Mac's Stevie Nicks start the boho craze and how did

Elvis Presley become the 'King of Fashion'? 

These outfits are not by coincidence, they have been carefully

constructed to add a bow to the package that is, the commercial

artist.

They spark us to ask questions or to make us feel like we can relate to

the musician, thus more followers and in turn (the die hard truth) more

sales...

 2 .2

TRACK 2 ·  EXERCISE 1



What key words best describe the

style, the tone?

Are you the next big indie-rock band?

Pop? Jazz? Grime?

Acoustic Singer/Songwriter?

Is the tone dark? Mellow? Fun?

Ethereal? Harsh or Brassy?

When you perform live, what do you

naturally choose to wear on stage?

Do you go for a comfortable jeans and

t-shirt?

A vintage inspired dress or maybe

something completely outrageous?

Build your own collage board,

include ideas for live show

outfits and promo shoots.

Research stores that are similar

to your desired style. There are

lots of options now that serve

those unique clothes you might

be looking for.

1

2

3

4

To start, simply sit back and take a listen to your own music and then

answer these questions below to gain a clearer idea of which direction

you should head in when deciding what your image should be!

THE UNSIGNED ARTIST  2.2 . 1

TRACK 2 ·  EXERCISE 1

ARTIST BRANDING: IMAGE



I know that for some people, this part will fill them with dread so if

that is you...Do Not Panic! 

 

I am about to clean this all up for you and if you answer the

questions in each of these sections then by the end of this exercise,

you will have found or confirmed those qualities that make you

relatable and accessible to your followers, let alone becoming a PR

persons dream! 

 

Everyone has a story...you just need to find yours.

 

I have pulled together a few questions that you can answer below

and by the end of it, you should be able to piece together a story

that will draw in an audience of like minded people, wishing and

wanting to hear more from you...

TRACK 2 ·  EXERCISE 2

ARTIST BRANDING: STORY

THE UNSIGNED ARTIST 2.3
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1. Where were you born? 

 

2. What made you fall in love with

music?

 

3. When did your musical journey

begin and how?

 

4. What’s the best compliment

you’ve ever received about your

music?

 

5. Does music run in your family?

 

6. Which artists inspired you as a

child and why?

 

7. Did you move from a small

town to a big city to pursue your

dreams?

 

8. Have you made monumental

sacrifices for your career? What

happened?

 

9. What is your core message?

What do you want your fans to

take away from listening to your

music?

 

10. What are you working on now?

ANSWERSQUESTIONS

TRACK 2 ·  EXERCISE 2

ARTIST BRANDING: STORY
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01. Which artists influenced you? 

     Have you replicated a similar style for your own music?

02. Write down 5 words that best describe you or your bands music?

Your identity is your STYLE of music and WHO listens to it. 

 

What kind of music have you created or want to create in the future?

What genres excite you?

Who is your target audience and what other artists are they listening to also? 

Get clued up with your fans, know what they want to see and hear, and you'll be one

step ahead of the rest. 

 

Answer the questions below to build a bigger and clearer picture for yourself!

TRACK 2 ·  EXERCISE 3

ARTIST BRANDING: IDENTITY



THE UNSIGNED ARTIST 2.4. 1

07. What is your purpose? 

      Where do you see you or your band's career in 2, 5 and 10 years time?

04. What genre of music are you creating?

06. What makes you different to other artists?

TRACK 2 ·  EXERCISE 3

ARTIST BRANDING: IDENTITY

03. Write down 5 words that best describe you or your bands personality?

05. What is your target audience age range? 

      Use your social media analytics/insights to learn more about your fans!



THE ARTIST
DREAM TEAM

TRACK 3

OBJECTIVES

To clearly explain and fully understand the

key roles of the people who surround an

artists career

To give tips and tricks on how to reverse

those roles whilst self managing your career

as a musician



When an artist reaches a certain point in their career, it takes a lot of

legwork from a lot of people to successfully manage that rollercoaster!

 

There are several cogs that need to turn within the mechanics of an

artists journey and each role has an important and specific task to

carry out. 

 

The Artist Dream Team is made up of 8 key members and I'm about to

tell you who they are, what they do and how you can fulfil this role

independently.

 

When the time does come and when each role becomes more and

more apparent in your progressive needs, you can slowly start to build

your professional team, but what you will have in your favour is a solid

understanding of what each person does and how that person can

contribute to your team. 

 

Nowadays, to be taken seriously by a label, publisher or agent, they

need to see that you are self sufficient in operating your own career,

that you're able to make decisions well, have worked hard to publicise

your brand and above all, that you have an engaged fanbase that

care about you and the music you are putting out. 

 

BE PREPARED and POSITION YOURSELF to take all of the opportunities

that are offered out to you!

 

I introduce to you, your Artist Dream Team...

THE UNSIGNED ARTIST 3. 1

·  TRACK 3 ·

THE ARTIST DREAM TEAM



THE ARTIST DREAM TEAM

MUSIC MANAGER

THE UNSIGNED ARTIST 3. 1 . 1

BOOKING AGENT

PUBLICIST

RADIO PLUGGER



THE ARTIST DREAM TEAM

THE UNSIGNED ARTIST 3. 1 .2

MUSIC PUBLISHER

MUSIC DISTRIBUTER

ACCOUNTANT

LAWYER



MUSIC
MANAGER

"Artists of today can be inspired

by the past, but they have to

apply present methods if they

want a future in music."

 

― Loren Weisman

Follow our socials for more tips, tricks and

industry expert interviews at 

@theunsignedartist_

https://www.instagram.com/theunsignedartist_/
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MUSIC MANAGER

·  TRACK 3 ·  ROLE 1  ·

A managers role is to basically understand every aspect of the music business,

taking calculated risks and staying current with the new music trends and laws.

A manager should have leadership qualities and social skills, alongside being a

fantastic sales person and a problem solver under pressure.

 

Above all, when choosing a manager, you should be on the same page, with the

same visions. Your manager will be juggling your career life but also, aspects of

your personal life. As well as building a working relationship, you should be

building the foundations of a friendship also because you will be spending a lot of

time with this person!

THE ROLE

REVERSE THE ROLE

Well, it's no secret that managing yourself can be difficult. It's truly a talent and it

takes a bucket load of focus and hard work. 

 

You should definitely choose a friend that you can rely on to be honest with you

and to keep you motivated when times get difficult. You should schedule to check

in with them at least quarterly, so that every 3 months you are re-evaluating and

re-adjusting to make sure that you are on track with your career goals and visions.

 

A big portion of a managers role is to steer you in the direction of your dreams,

which ultimately means, you need to be making a strategic music business plan.

On the next page, you'll see a rough checklist of the steps a music manager would

take when bringing on a new artist. Go through it to see if you have already begun

securing each step for yourself. I'll then guide you through a template of a music

business plan so that achieving the goals in your dream list become clearer. 

 

Let's get started!
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MUSIC MANAGER ARTIST CHECKLIST
·  TRACK 3 ·  ROLE 1  ·

NOTES

The Legal Stuff

- Contract Deal / Starting agreement

- Lawyer Artist to Manager Contract

- Elimination of any previous contracts

where applicable

- Registering songs (more on this later)

- Endorsements or brand partnerships

The Team

- Who are the band members? Are they

sessional or a part of the group? 

- Band agreements and contracts

- Build an excel of every band or crew member

and state their role and contact details

Nuts & Bolts

- Bio

- Promo Photos

- One Sheet Press Release

- Live Media ie. Videos/ Audio

- Press

- EPK

- Website

- Logo (Graphic Branding)

- Business Cards

Introduction of the Artist

- Sends across all original music

- Notify of any booked performance dates

- Clarify expectations on both sides

- Share the Dream List & Obstacles

- Check all online music store accounts

- Check all socials providing any passwords

if necessary. 

Bringing a new artist onto the roster, here are some of the pointers that a music manager needs to look into:
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MUSIC MANAGER ARTIST CHECKLIST
·  TRACK 3 ·  ROLE 1  ·

NOTES

Making & Releasing Music

- Setting studio dates for recording

- Connecting the artist to the music producer

- Building a solid release schedule for singles,

EP's and albums. 

- Set up the team around the release ie.

PR, Radio Promo etc.

- Build the strategies around distribution

- Set up a touring schedule, possibly bringing

in a tour manager to deal with this mammoth

task

- Merchandise 

- Shopping for Licensing Deals 

Making Money

- Merchandise

- Live Performance tickets

- Major Radio Station airplay

- Shopping for Sync Licensing Deals

- Royalties

- Publishing

- Sponsorships

Artist Quality tick list

- Passion, Grit and Determination

- Talent

- Unique

- Loyal & Trustworthy

- Have a strong understanding of the industry

- Positive attitude

- Humble 

- Existing fanbase

- Good Communicator

- Great Reputation

- A solid vision of what they want to achieve

- Can put on a show...live!
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01. Introduce yourself and/or your band with a mini bio

02. What's your music VISION? 

In a statement, say what you want to accomplish overall in your career.

Head back to your Dream List, look over those goals and keep them in mind as you begin to build your 

MUSIC BUSINESS PLAN. Open an interactive word document on your laptop because you will not be able to fit

everything over these next two pages. 

A business plan outlines the goals you have and how you plan on getting the results. 

You'll start to realise the checklists that will begin to evolve for each goal. Do your research on what it takes to

accomplish your aspirations.

A good business plan will continue to change so make sure you can edit it with ease. Good Luck! 

TRACK 3 ·  ROLE 1

MUSIC MANAGER

03. What is your music MISSION? 

What steps will you take to make that vision a reality?

04. Who are the KEY PLAYERS in your success so far? 

State any regular band members, producers etc.

05. Who is your AUDIENCE? 

Check your analytics to find as much as you can about their ages, locations etc.

04. Graphics & Branding

Have anything released already? Single covers etc. Place them here.

 If not, think about our BRANDING section and consider your colours & fonts.

07. Recording Plans

Who will you work with, where will you work and at what point in the year?
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05. Realistic Aims & Objectives for the year ahead.

Want to build your following? Release new music? Whatever it is, make sure

you're working towards the bigger picture! 

06. Yearly Plans.

Set out a timeline for your aims and objectives here. Work annually for the next

three years, building in expectation as you progress.

TRACK 3 ·  ROLE 1

MUSIC MANAGER

07. Touring Plans

Do you have the fanbase to tour yet? Can you fill out a smaller space possibly

with the right strategy? What will that strategy be?

07. Merchandise Plans

One of the best ways to make more money with your live performances and

online is to sell a merchandise range. This could be T-Shirts, signed CD's and

more. Let your imagination run wild. Who will you work with to create the range

and when do you plan on launching? 

07. Music Video Production

What is the vision for your next release? Devise a plan on how to best shoot your

next music video.

07. Financial

How will you make the money to fund/ invest into your music career? 



BOOKING
AGENT

"I had gigged so much from the age

of 11 to 20 that I got to a stage

where I actually got less nervous the

bigger the gig. But you need those

butterflies: they make you feel alive"

 

― Lewis Capaldi

Follow our socials for more tips, tricks and

industry expert interviews at 

@theunsignedartist_

https://www.instagram.com/theunsignedartist_/
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BOOKING AGENT

·  TRACK 3 ·  ROLE 2 ·

A Booking Agent negotiates and secures an artist's live performances.

These could be concerts, gigs, tours and festivals. They will also cover radio and

television appearances. 

 

They will usually take between 5 - 10% commission for every job booked and for

tours, they could book the venues and coordinate the locations. 

For festivals they will work with the promoters to get their artists onto those

stages.

THE ROLE

REVERSE THE ROLE

Over on the next page, you'll see that I have created a spreadsheet for you as a

space to gather information on local venues that you would like to perform at.

Working outwards from your hometown, make a list of the venues that best suit

your style and sound. Scroll the internet for calendar events like festivals and

holidays, locally or nationally also.

If you need extra sheets then you can download them as a PDF document from the

video workshop forum on the website! 

 

Other great ways of getting gigs could be to reach out to your band friends and

ask to support them on their own shows?

Open mic nights can not only grow your stage confidence and local presence but

could also lead to paying gigs and nights like these are usually happening

regularly so be sure to check them out! 

ReverbNation is also a fantastic social platform for performance opportunities and

exposure. More on this later though!

 

The best thing you can do is to get involved with your local music scene,

supporting other artists! It goes a long way!
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PUBLICIST

"Shop around, and be cautious of PR

companies that say yes to anything"

 

- Prescription PR

Follow our socials for more tips, tricks and

industry expert interviews at 

@theunsignedartist_

https://www.instagram.com/theunsignedartist_/
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PUBLICIST

·  TRACK 3 ·  ROLE 3  ·

A Publicist's role is to run the press and media of an artists marketing campaign.

They will have contacts and great relationships with professionals across the

industry. 

Publicists will help you in structuring your story (remember, from our Artist Branding

section?) before focusing on devising a PR campaign for an up and coming event

in your career. This could be a tour, a show, a new music release or maybe even a

personal announcement.

THE ROLE

REVERSE THE ROLE

Okay, so your about to release a new single?

Similar to gathering research on your venues, you should be starting to build a list

of local and regional Newspapers, Magazines, Music Blogs, Podcasts, you name it,

you need to know it!

Contact them with short, sharp and sweet emails, adding in links to your best

videos, music and social platforms. Be assertive in what you want from them, is it a

review? a press release? Airplay possibly?

 

Persistence without pushiness is key! Be polite and professional!

Alternatively, a publicist is an external source, so without getting yourself in any

debt and if you have the money to do so, you can hire in the services of a PR

company. Be sure to do your research though!

 

Turn over to see an example of a PR strategy that you can use to release your next

single! Taking these specific steps to create and carry out the task strategically by

yourself, you'll ensure that the release will get the push that it fully deserves! 
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01 Distribute new
music to all
online stores

02 Spotify 
Pre-Save the

track

03 Music / Lyric
Video Production

04 Cover Artwork 
for the single

05 Create Press
Release and send
to the researched
list of PR outlets. 

06 Inform your
Mailing List

subscribers, send
a sneak preview?

PR CAMPAIGN EXAMPLE
Strategy & Timeline for Releasing Your Next Track
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07 Hints & Teases
for your fans! 

Use your Social
Media.

08 Song Premiere

09 Video Premieres

10 Press Articles &
Interviews are

released

11 Submit to
algorithm Spotify

Playlists - 
Release Radar /
Discover Weekly

12 Communicate
with Fans!!!



Let me explain the timeline. 

I want to give you some tips, tricks and facts to make everything easier to understand and to

strengthen your strategy game!

 

Flagging up four parts here:

#1 #2

#3 #4

#1: DISTRIBUTION

 

If the distribution of the new single is confusing to you, don't

worry, we will get around to that part later, but it's usually

done through a Distribution service like CD Baby or Tunecore.

 

#2: SPOTIFY PRE-SAVE

 

A great tool to measure the interest in your latest creation,

build hype and give you the opportunity to communicate with

your fans on the type of music they want to listen too.

 

#3: COVER ARTWORK

 

Your cover artwork should be on brand, creative and should

clearly show your personality as it will be the face of the new

single.

 

#4: PRESS RELEASE

 

Keep them short and sweet answering the 

Who, What, Why, When & How technique. 

Of course, do not forget to add in your contact information!

THE UNSIGNED ARTIST 3.4.3

PUBLICIST
·  TRACK 3 ·  ROLE 3  ·

Some Magazines have an advanced lead time of two months, which means that your press

release needs to be sent over to them more than 8 weeks prior to the release. However, some

papers can turn around a story in less than a week! 

Know your target audience and your desired publications time frames, you can do this by

simply calling up and asking how long they need!

 

Take into consideration what is going on in the music world when setting up your release

strategy. Christmas is always set aside for the bigger labels with their bigger releases, which

means they need a bigger column space for press!

The earlier months are much more indie friendly, so think January/February & March.



Using a number of social media strategies, you can truly use your social platforms to

their very best!

The Hints and Teases section is really fun so use your imagination...

 

Choose two or three methods below and any others that you can think of that could

best suit your campaign, prep for them carefully and then carry them out at the specific

time it's needed on the timeline.

SOCIAL
MEDIA
IDEAS

THE UNSIGNED ARTIST 3.4.5

GETTING ON SPOTIFY PLAYLISTS

PUBLICIST
·  TRACK 3 ·  ROLE 3  ·

Take a picture of a

word jumble, the first

person to guess what it

says gets the single for

free

'Spot the missing __'

Having fans try to find

something in a picture

is great for algorithm

favouring as people

are lasting longer on

each picture

Use IGTV on Instagram

or Facebook Live to get

your fans excited with

announcing the new

music

Tease a clip from your

new music video

Submitting to algorithm playlists on Spotify can be done by signing up to 'Spotify For Artists', alongside

receiving great analytic insights, you can click 'Submit To Playlists' within your profile. 

Do keep in mind though that for a song to be considered, it must be unreleased and submitted at

least 7 days before it's release! 

You can also only do this through your desktop computer and you can only set up a profile with

'Spotify For Artists' if you already have existing music on the platform. 

Make sure also that when you submit, you give them as much detail as possible, the editors need this

to properly place the song in the appropriate playlist!



RADIO
PLUGGER

"The truth of it is that every singer

out there with songs on the radio

is raising the next generation, so

make your words count"

 

- Taylor Swift

Follow our socials for more tips, tricks and

industry expert interviews at 

@theunsignedartist_

https://www.instagram.com/theunsignedartist_/
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RADIO PLUGGER
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Radio promoters work with national and regional stations to secure the airplay of

your music release.

They connect with key decision makers like the shows DJ or the producers of each

programme best suited to your style of music.

THE ROLE

REVERSE THE ROLE

A great start to reversing this role, and really a must when you're an unsigned artist

in the UK, is to upload your best music to the BBC Music Introducing Uploader. 

This is the most effective way of opening doors within the music industry. 

 

BBC introducing has helped launch the careers of some of our biggest names to

date and once uploaded, your music is listened to by a team of local producers

and presenters. Should they choose your music, you could see your tracks played

on their show and to thousands of listeners. 

 

For our US musicians, we  will be looking at a few other options which  include

getting in touch with your:

 

LOCAL HOMETOWN STATIONS

COLLEGE RADIO

INTERNET RADIO STATIONS

 

Timing is everything, so let's turn over for an example timeline of a Radio Promotion

to see when you can pitch to stations for that all important airplay!

Following the timeline, you'll see a customisable table to gather and store

information for personal use on stations that would be suited to your music so that

when it comes to pitching, everything is in one space and easily accessible. 

 

If you need extra sheets, head over to the PDF download in the workshop forum.
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RADIO PLUGGER
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Based on an 8 week Campaign

Week 1 & 2: 

Engage Contacts across stations. If the

contact details are not online, call up

and ask for them!

*TIP* For Canada & the USA, use the

formatted list of radio stations through

DMDS (Digital Media Distribution

System) to make your life easier!

Week 3:

Send Press Release 

to Stations, People & Playlists.

If you're based in the USA or

Canada, send your song to

Mediabase at

encoding@mediabase.com

BEFORE any airplay! It publishes

music charts and data based on

the most played songs on

terrestrial and satellite radio.

Week 4 & 5:

Build support on

 smaller outlets, base your

efforts on hometown,

local stations and self

submitting online radio

outlets.

Week 6 & 7:

Follow up & secure 

playlist considerations. Make sure

absolutely everything is up to date with

your website, socials and that all of

your contact details and call to action

buttons are working. We don't want

ANY broken links!

Week 8:

Release Week!!!

Interviews, Radio airplay

and any secured Playlists

should be active.
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MUSIC
PUBLISHER

"It’s our responsibility to build a future

where all songwriters, artists and

creators get paid fairly and trust

the music industry"

 

- Willard Ahdritz

Kobalt Founder & CEO

Follow our socials for more tips, tricks and

industry expert interviews at 

@theunsignedartist_

https://www.instagram.com/theunsignedartist_/
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MUSIC PUBLISHER
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A Music Publisher's role is to make sure that the songwriter and the composer

receives payment for their music when it is used commercially, so this could be on

TV, Radio, Film or Adverts. 

Music Publishers can also secure and promote commissions for music placements

within these areas. 

 

These are known as ROYALTIES and there are two types:

 

MECHANICAL - these come from the sales of recorded music, so CD's & Digital

Downloads.

 

PERFORMANCE - Collected separately from Performance Rights Organisations

(P.R.O) like SESAC, ASCAP, BMI and PRS. 

 

These are paid by Radio Stations and Broadcasters. To receive them you need to

be signed up to one of these types of organisations!

THE ROLE

REVERSE THE ROLE

Luckily for us, there are now services that we can sign up to that cover both the

publishing AND the distribution (our next member). 

 

Let's turn over and talk a bit about Distribution before I give you some tips on

tackling both at the same time!



MUSIC
DISTRIBUTOR

"You have to make time for fans, and you

really need to appreciate them. You

have to remember that if they weren't

buying, playing, or streaming your music,

you wouldn't be in the charts, and people

wouldn't be hearing your music"

 

- Anne Marie

Follow our socials for more tips, tricks and

industry expert interviews at 

@theunsignedartist_

https://www.instagram.com/theunsignedartist_/
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MUSIC DISTRIBUTER
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A Music Distributer does just that, it distributes your music across all online stores

like Spotify, Apple Music, Amazon etc.

THE ROLE

REVERSE THE ROLE

So, as I mentioned on the previous page, there are now services that tackle both

the publishing and the distribution side of an artists music release so that we can

focus more on the creation than the logistics of a music release.

 

A service like CD Baby, Tunecore or Distrokid will walk you through the process of

releasing your music properly, making it easy to understand and to follow the steps

correctly. 

The video workshop gives some comparison examples of these services and best

describes the current contracts with them, however, if you check out these and

similar sites then you can compare and contrast each company to see what will

best suit you!

 

On the next page, you'll see a checklist for uploading your music to one of these

services, making sure that you are taking care of the release from all angles. 
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MUSIC DISTRIBUTER CHECKLIST
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NOTES

Begin your music release submission

Whether you're releasing an album, EP or

a single, you can begin the submission

within the dashboard of your account. 

Where it asks for the label name, you can

write 'independent' here.

Add Cover Artwork

The next step is to upload your cover

artwork. Keep in mind your artist branding

when creating your artwork. You need to

be sure everything aligns with your core

message. 

Create an account

Once you have made your decision, follow

the steps on the providers website to open

up an account. 

Research & choose your service provider

There are a few really great independent

digital music distribution services, make

sure you research them all properly before

making your decision on who to release

with. 

Add Online Stores

When setting the online store distribution

make sure that you tick the option to

'deliver to all online stores', giving your

music maximum exposure! 

By ticking the option for a store

automator, it will naturally upload your

music to new stores as and when they 

 are added to the system.
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NOTES

Submit Ownership Split Percentages

You can now register the song, splitting

the percentages with any co-writers

and/or music producers. This should be

discussed between yourselves and where

applicable, contracts can be drawn up to

avoid any legal implications. 

Successfully Complete Submission

CHECK! CHECK! CHECK!

Make sure that everything is correct

before submitting your release.

Check that everything is spelt correctly,

you have uploaded the final mix of the

track, the genre is collect. 

Once you're good to go, submit your

release. It will take 1-2 business days for

the Content Review Team to approve the

submission.

Select Subscription Plan

Okay, so lets look at your subscription

plans. Usually you'll have the option of a

yearly renewal or even longer.

If you're pretty new to all of this, I would

personally suggest that you test it out on

a yearly basis until you feel comfortable

with the provider. 

Upload Music

Next, you need to upload your track!

Make sure that this version is your final

mix and that the song is mastered to a

high quality before putting it out into the

world. 



ACCOUNTANT

"Accountants matter in the music

industry because musicians are

now having to become

entrepreneurs with as equal a

grasp of business principles as

writing chord sequences"

 

- justaccountants.co.uk

Follow our socials for more tips, tricks and

industry expert interviews at 

@theunsignedartist_

https://www.instagram.com/theunsignedartist_/
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ACCOUNTANT
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Music Business Accountants  help musicians and companies with the financial

aspect of the business which includes tax returns. 

They also review royalty statements and can help with applications for financing.

Generally, they can advise music creators of all areas in how to make, save, and

invest money from and into their music career.

Tour Accountants have additional duties to uphold and these can include

everything from creating an initial budget for the tour, verifying the solid and

potential expenses, and then eventually making sure that all incomes due in are

collected. He or she will report to both the Tour Manager and Business Manager.

THE ROLE

REVERSE THE ROLE

Okay, listen carefully because this stuff is IMPORTANT!

 

When it comes to filing for your taxes, most working musicians are considered to

be "self-employed". 

In a legal sense this means that your "business" as a  musician  and you as an

individual taxpayer are the same. There is no legal separation.

 

Trust me, I know you’d rather be spending your time on the fun stuff, so I've tried to

make this as simple as possible and on the next page I have included some tips

and advice on how to take care of your finances as a freelance musician.

 

**PLEASE NOTE**, although I have family members in accountancy (and you

would think I should know more than I do), I am NOT a qualified accountant and

any major decisions MUST be spoken through with a professional!

 

The tips I am about to give you will make it easier for a qualified accountant to do

the job for you much more smoothly!
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5 TOP F INANCE TIPS 
FOR MUSICIANS
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Register as a Self-Employed Trader

Set yourself up as a self-employed trader through your government's

tax office. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES:

Claiming your expenses

The basic rule when claiming any expenses is that it needs to be 100%

exclusive to your business! Approvable claims could be towards your

Travel (to & from gigs, touring), Stationary (posters, business

cards), Accommodations, Insurances, Commissions & Fees.

File your receipts

Stay organised, keeping all of your receipts in a file, chronologically

ordered, month to month. Store any digital invoices in a folder on your

laptop and you can also find apps that will file pictures of your receipts

digitally. Prepping now will save you a headache later!

Set up your Self Assessment

Every year you must complete your self assessment. Turbo Tax is a

fantastic site for this in the USA whereas over here in the UK you need

to make sure that you have registered early with HMRC as registration

can take a few weeks.

File your taxes every year

Whether you are a US citizen filing through the IRS or a UK citizen

through HMRC you must file your taxes every year, even if you feel you

have made a lack of earnings or believe you do not owe any money.

Your taxes should be set up as a nil return. 

1

2

3
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LAWYER
"Law became boring, but like

every job I've done, it helped

prepare me for a career in

music."

 

― Estelle

Follow our socials for more tips, tricks and

industry expert interviews at 

@theunsignedartist_

https://www.instagram.com/theunsignedartist_/
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LAWYER
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Lawyers maximise value and minimise risk to a client.

They help you to decipher and draft contracts as well as to negotiate deals.

Music Lawyers are professionals that have dedicated themselves to specialising in

the laws surrounding the entertainment industry.

They have relationships with record labels and have powers to successfully

introduce up and coming artists to these labels for potential working relationships.

 

THE ROLE

REVERSE THE ROLE

I would never teach you how to reverse this role as it is just too fragile.

I am NOT a lawyer, however, I can help to guide you in the right direction and to

show you a few options to make this all a bit easier to understand.

 

Lawyers are usually needed when you are approached with any sort of contract.

This could be a manager to artist contract, a band contract, publishing deals or

possibly brand sponsorships...basically, anything that involves legalities.

 

Nowadays, with the rise of the indie artist, law firms are tending to offer more

lucrative cost bars when it comes to individuals.

Be sure to check out the legitimacy of your lawyer by referring to the 

Solicitors Regulation Authority, which is a board of authorised and recognised

lawyers in the UK. 

The Unified Court Justice in New York City and the State Bar of California are

similar institutions where you can check the credentials of your attorney.

 

To ease the idea of hefty fees, you can look at the following options: 

Hourly Pay Rate, Case by Case Services, The Free Legal Advice Helpline through

the UK Musicians Union and the US website Law.Freeadvice.com.

Also, check out LinkedIn, it's a hotbed home for lawyers!



SOCIAL
MEDIA

 
THE TOP 12

PLATFORMS!
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'TikTok has 500 million active users worldwide' *Datareportal* 2019

TIK TOK

From 2007 - 2019, fans have spent over $412 million to artists on Bandcamp'

BANDCAMP

THE TOP 12  PLATFORMS

·  TRACK 4 ·  SOCIAL MEDIA ·

Social Media platforms are the only place for a free and fully populated space to truly

connect with potential fans!

Below are the top 12 platforms you should consider creating a presence on for maximum

exposure as a musician. The one thing to remember when we go through this is to focus on

one platform at a time, fully master it and then move on to the next, otherwise this part can

become overwhelming! 

'There are 330 million Reddit users' *Expanded Ramblings* July 2019

REDDIT

'2.5 Million members who have uploaded over 15 million songs'

REVERBNATION

'There are 265 million active users on Pinterest' *Statista* May 2019

PINTEREST

'There are 76 million monthly users on Soundcloud' *Expanded Ramblings* June 2019

SOUNDCLOUD

'1 Billion people use Instagram every month' *Hootsuite* Oct 2019
INSTAGRAM

'Almost 5 billion videos are watched daily' *Merchdope* June 2019

YOUTUBE

'The average lifespan of a post is about 3 hours' *Sprocket Websites* June 2018

FACEBOOK

'There are over 321 million monthly active users' *Washington Post* Feb 2019

TWITTER

Home base! This is your open door and should be maintained regularly

YOUR WEBSITE

Email is king when it comes to generating revenue but content is queen

YOUR MAILING LIST



The ONLY way to succeed fully on social media is to do just that... be SOCIAL! 

By posting often and interacting with your fans online you will start to favour in the platforms

algorithm. This is a slow process and there are no shortcuts, just opportunities. 

Check out our Social Set Up Kit below, the vital components when setting up a new platform. It

looks and sounds simple but I can not tell you how many bios I see that just do not have the correct

information, looks messy and generally doesn't explain what you do! Remember to focus on ONE

platform at a time, this is not a race!

THE UNSIGNED ARTIST 4.2

#1  
USER HANDLE

#2 
BRANDED
PHOTOSHOOT

#4
MUSIC L INKS

#3
BIO

'There are 3.2 billion daily active users on social media' *Variety - April 2019

THE SOCIAL SET UP KIT
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#1: USER HANDLE

 

Where possible, try to get the same handle across all of your platforms to maintain consistency and ease of finding for your

new fans

 

#2: A BRANDED PHOTOSHOOT

 

You need some visual content! It doesn't need to be expensive but you should look into setting up a photoshoot for you

and/or your band that you can use for promotion purposes. 

Remember the work we did on your 'IMAGE' in the Artist Branding section at the beginning?!

 

#3: BIO

 

Short, sharp and to the point!

The first line should be your email address, make it easy for industry professionals to find you! 

You should also state what you do: Artist/ Producer/ Drummer etc.

 

#4: MUSIC LINKS

 

Whether it's a link to your website, your Facebook page or your Spotify/ iTunes account make sure there is something there!

It's an instant Call To Action for a new follower!



My Content Prep Days are a lifesaver! 

By the end of them I feel super accomplished and SO motivated for the next few months ahead

because I've set a solid plan in place for my next career move. It means that I've covered my social

media content for the next three months so that I can focus on making music and nurturing those

relationships with my followers. Each month will have a channel and a motive. 

 

A channel will usually be to either INSPIRE, MOTIVATE or EDUCATE.

 

A motive will be whatever you wish to accomplish that month on your platforms, ie. To build your

following.

 

Fans want value from your feed if they are going to follow it. They want to see worthy content that

does to them, one of the three channels above. 

Your content prep day is a day set aside once every three months and it's all about researching

articles that you might want to repost, quotes that inspire you, clips from old music videos or interviews

that show progress or promotion etc. 

You can also be creating 'spacers' on apps like Canva, Snappa or PicMonkey that could be quotes

from your tracks etc. 

 

Once your feed has been curated and you're happy that the content you're putting out there best

promotes you or your band, then you can go ahead and schedule them in using tools like Planoly or

Hootsuite. 

Aim to schedule something once every couple of days to begin with until you feel comfortable posting

daily. Below is an example timeline of my Content Prep Day:

THE UNSIGNED ARTIST 4.3

CONTENT PREP DAY

MORNING

·  TRACK 4 ·  SOCIAL MEDIA ·

AFTERNOON

EVENING

Breaking down my quarterly goals for the next three months and beginning to research

articles, pictures or quotes that I would want to share with my followers. 

I create my spacers in the afternoon to allow my feed space to breathe in amongst all of my

pictures. I then start to build my feed on tools like Planoly and Hootsuite, making sure

everything works to a similar colour palette so that its easy on the eye and on par with my

branding.

Looking at my calendar, making sure my posts hit certain important dates for a music release

or a big event I need to promote for, I then go ahead and schedule in my posts, making sure

on Instagram that I have 'auto posted' the first comment which will include all of my hashtags.

This will save me a lot of time everyday! 
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CONTENT PREP DAY

NOTES

MARFEBJANCHANNEL: To Motivate

MOTIVE: Build a following

 

Follow influencers in our field

Interact & Engage authentically

Post regular value added content

Use the RIGHT Hashtags

Add social share buttons everywhere

 

CHANNEL: To Inspire

MOTIVE: Tease a music release

 

Share clips from previous videos

Go live to tell stories & be personable

Repost other artists

Release a soundbite to build anticipation

Release a few seconds of your new video

 

CHANNEL: To Educate

MOTIVE: Sell to my following

 

Release Strategy in full swing! 

*Release Workshop Coming in 2020* 

Music released across all online stores

Music video available

·  TRACK 4 ·  SOCIAL MEDIA ·

Below is an example of our quarterly content prep calendar. 

I have also given you blank versions on the following four pages to cover the full

year but for a more in depth content creation calendar with post ideas specifically

for artists, tips, tricks and vital steps to take when building up your platforms, be

sure to check out our '365-day Content Creation Calendar: Artist Edition' in 

The Unsigned Artist shop on the website! 

Build 
a 

following

tease
a

music
release

Sell
to

my 
following

https://www.nikkipope.com/product-page/content-creation-calendar-artist-edition-1


CONTENT PREP DAY

MARFEBJANCHANNEL: 

MOTIVE: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHANNEL: 

MOTIVE: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHANNEL: 

MOTIVE: 

 

 

 

 

 

Use this sheet to plan the first quarter of the year and the type of content you

want to create.
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NOTES
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CONTENT PREP DAY

JUNMAYAPRCHANNEL: 

MOTIVE: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHANNEL: 

MOTIVE: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHANNEL: 

MOTIVE: 

 

 

 

 

 

Use this sheet to plan the second quarter of the year and the type of content you

want to create.
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NOTES
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CONTENT PREP DAY

SEPTAUGJULCHANNEL: 

MOTIVE: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHANNEL: 

MOTIVE: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHANNEL: 

MOTIVE: 

 

 

 

 

 

Use this sheet to plan the third quarter of the year and the type of content you

want to create.
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NOTES
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CONTENT PREP DAY

DECNOVOCTCHANNEL: 

MOTIVE: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHANNEL: 

MOTIVE: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHANNEL: 

MOTIVE: 

 

 

 

 

 

Use this sheet to plan the fourth quarter of the year and the type of content you

want to create.
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Home Base! 

 

Your website is the destination platform for all of your work. It should be updated

regularly  and unlike your other social platforms, it is one of the only things that is

owned and operated completely by YOU!

We rent our social platforms which means that we are not fully in control of what

people can see or even if it will exist forever!

 

Your site should be clean, tidy and easy to navigate. You can use template providers

such as Wix, Square Space and Wordpress to build it.

These providers are usually quick to help if you need support and make creating your

site fun and easy.

 

The final piece of the puzzle will be about connecting your domain address which you

can purchase through the provider or another independent like, 123 Reg or GoDaddy.

Do some research! 

 

Follow the checklist below for a step by step guide on setting up your website: 

01. Research & Select Template Provider

02. Begin editing your template, 

      keeping in mind your branding colours 

03. Navigation Menu: ABOUT

       Include your Bio here

04. Navigation Menu: EPK

       Password protect this page

       so only industry can see it

05. Navigation Menu: SHOP

       Sell your music and merchandise

06. Navigation Menu: GALLERY

       Include Pictures & Video

07. Navigation Menu: TOUR

       Keeps fans up to date with gigs

08. Navigation Menu: NEWS

       Keep your fans up to date 

09. Navigation Menu: CONTACT

       VITAL! A notifiable email address

10. Embed your MAILING LIST

     Drop your subscriber box into the 

     Header or Footer of your site

11.  Connect your DOMAIN

12. Add website to ALL platforms



MAILING
LIST

2
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MAILING LIST
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Existing social media platforms just aren't guaranteed to be around forever, just look at Myspace!

 When Myspace became inundated and uncontrollable with spam and viruses, there was no other

option than to shut it down. A lot of the artists and bands that had carved out their careers on

there, died with it practically overnight because they hadn't learnt the art of the mailing list! They

lost out on moving all of their fans over onto their more stable social platforms or even better

their... mailing list.

 

So here's the thing, a high quality newsletter sent around 9 or 10 times a year will lead to high

quality responses and interaction. When a fan gives you their email address that is the beginning

of a relationship, a bridge between a fan and a potential customer. 

It is a privilege not a right.

You should make sure that your mailing list subscriber box is in the header or the footer of your

website so that it is always visible to your visitors. 

 

Newsletters are a direct way of communicating with your fans and you should be writing and

responding authentically. Including content that is interesting or funny, and not just talking about

your next release or your next tour will help your followers feel like they are building a friendship

with you and that you're not constantly asking them for something that could only benefit you!

 

Every newsletter should end with a Call To Action (CTA),  you might want them to follow your

socials, buy your show tickets, check out a new video or purchase your new merchandise bundle

but keep it to one or two of these.

 

Using a mailing list provider like Mailchimp, ReverbNation, Fanbridge  or your website provider's

you can create sleek, professional and creative emails that are made for easy reading. 

 

**THE LAW** - Your emails must include an unsubscribe button in your footer so that fans have

the choice to opt out if they change their mind. Don't take it personal if they do - if they do not

want to receive your emails, they most probably won't be potential customers. Let's work smartly

here! 

You have to provide an address and if you are uncomfortable putting down your home address

(I definitely wouldn’t recommend this) then open up a PO Box address and use that.

 

On the next page you'll see some tips on attracting fans to your mailing list!
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Send friends
out into the
audience to

gather emails
at live shows

Live Music
Compilation

Video

Access to a
private Q&A

Exclusive
download of
your song...

remixed!

Private video
of an

unreleased
song or video

Use a
ticketing

website for
shows, they

gather
emails!

Whatsapp
Curated Lists

Signed
Merchandise

Concert
Tickets

Ask your
followers!

Live Raffle at
shows for
anyone on
email list

Exclusive
Track

Download

MAILING
LIST

INCENTIVES

Run a 
contest

Instagram
Ads

Facebook
Ads

Live Show
Giveaways &

Raffles

Merchandise
Bundle

Facebook
Live Concert

List trades
with other

bands

Tutorial
Videos

Offer
Discounts on
Merchandise

Sneak Peak
Videos

Noisetrade!
Research

Online

Pre-Save
Music

MAILING LIST
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'The average lifespan of a Facebook post is about 3 hours then it will no longer appear in feeds

so you need to be aware through analytics, when your fans are online and able to engage'

- Sprocket Websites 2018

With 1.59 billion active DAILY users, Facebook is still a hotbed for aspiring artists to share their

work. 

Here are some tips to keep in mind when building and running your Facebook page: 

Facebook Fan Page

Make sure that you have created and are directing potential fans to a business

page and not a personal page. Personal pages have a friend 'cap' of 5,000

people. Business pages are unlimited. 

Promoted Posts

Be aware that Facebook will naturally favour posts that have a paid promotion

attached to it. If you pay to boost a post then it will get 10 TIMES the engagement

than a regular post! However, without a strategy and fans that will engage, any

paid promotion will fall flat! Be clear about what you want to gain from this and

add a strong Call To Action. It's estimated that if you do not pay for a promotion

on a post then only 15% of the people who 'like' your page will actually see it!

Scheduled Posts 

Using an app to schedule your posts will save you a tonne of time and

headaches! Try for one every two or three days until you can build to once a day,

less text and more visuals! 

Timeline Feature

Using the Timeline feature is great for getting personal, helping fans to invest

more personally in to your journey so far. You could include past tour dates,

album releases, press or even the first time you met your band members or the

first concert that sparked your passionate curiosity!

Call To Action (CTA)

You will hear this mentioned a lot. Everything you post should either spark

inspiration, motivation, education OR asking your fans to do something whether

that is to sign up to your mailing list, watch a new video or shop your latest

merchandise. Use the Call To Action button under your cover picture! 

1

2

3

4

5
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Eight ways for engaging your fans on Facebook...

1  -  'HAPPY BIRTHDAY'  VIDEOS

1

2

4

8

5

3

7

6

2 -  'ARTIST OF THE WEEK'

3 -  ' FAN OF THE MONTH'

4 -  PHOTO CONTESTS

5 -  LIVE FACEBOOK

6 -  ' THIS DAY IN HISTORY'  

7 -  BEHIND THE SCENES'  MEDIA

8 -  Q&A'S

FACEBOOK
·  TRACK 4 ·  SOCIAL MEDIA ·

Sending Happy Birthday videos to your

most loyal fans is an incredible way of

showing them they are appreciated!

Great for utilising your 'Stories' feature on

Facebook as well as posts. Tag an artist, play a

clip of their music and you'll be bonding with

fellow musicians.

Show a fan that they are appreciated by

giving them a shout out on your social

platforms.

Get fans to send in their best live show

photos and then offer them a prize for

the best one!

Sending fans an invite to a Facebook

Live for an intimate concert is a great

way of involving your followers. 

Fans want value from following your account. 

Take them back in history and educate them

with something from the legends on this day

in time! 

Don't forget to take videos and pictures from

backstage at your next gig. Your followers

want to feel a part of your journey.

A great way of showing fans that you're

listening! Ask them questions through a

Facebook poll and answer them live!



TWITTER

4
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Here are a few pointers when it comes to setting up and running your

Twitter platform:

Twitter is for conversation. People do not necessarily respond

well to too much self promotion! Use it to spark questions and

discussions with your fans. Be authentic!

Keep postings short and sweet with tweets allowing no more

than 280 characters. 

Your 'Follows' are important, fill your feed with people in your

field. People who inspire you, that could help to promote your

music and those that are the same as you, musicians going it

alone! We need to create a supportive community full of love

and positivity! 

Be interactive and generous. Retweet other musicians, get

excited for their next release, share and spread the love!

Your Instagram Post that day

An article that interests you or can spark discussion

Retweeting a user that inspires you!

Aim to tweet three times a day. Try a strategy like: 

1.

2.

3.

Schedule some time to browse articles and then store the links

in an interactive document so that you have them to hand when

you come to your content prep day! 



INSTAGRAM

5
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INSTAGRAM
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Instagram is a visual social network.

It allows followers to comment, like and share your posts.

It’s a place where avid music fans congregate and where

people generally listen to 30% more music.

 

Below are some tips on how to make the most out of

instagram as a musician.

TIP  #1

TIP  #4

TIP  #6

TIP  #2

TIP  #7

TIP  #3

TIP  #5

TIP  #8

Make sure your

profile is set to a 

business account

so you can track

your analytics.

The profile is your

front door.

Include your best,

professionally shot

picture.

Make sure your bio is

clear, it should state:

Your email

What you do (ie. Singer)

Your location

A music link

Use your Instagram

stories for giving an

insight into your life

away from the stage.

Connect on a personal

level with your fans.

IGTV: the

algorithm favours

people that use it

so why not hold an

intimate concert

for your viewers.

Use the RIGHT

hashtags.

Utilise those that

are fully populated

and you'll expand

your reach.

Personalise it!

Send voice notes

to loyal fans!

They will

appreciate it!

Promoting posts 

with a solid 

'Call To Action'

for your fans will see

much bigger results

than posting normally.

TOP TIPS

FOR

INSTAGRAM



YOUTUBE
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1 2 3 4

Trends

 

Take note on

what videos are

trending.

Can these inspire

your next video?

Take note of

certain keywords

and use them

when uploading

yours.

Call To Action

 

Add a clickable

Call To Action at

the end of your

video, it could get

viewers across to

your other videos

or you could ask

them to follow &

subscribe.

Welcome Video

 

You should set

your channel up

like you would any

other platform,

clean and easy on

the eye.

Take advantage of

the 'welcome

video' space on

your profile

Be Social

 

Just like any other

platform, to

succeed fully

means that you

need to be social.

Subscribe, like,

comment and

follow other users

in your field.

·  TRACK 4 ·  SOCIAL MEDIA ·

YOUTUBE

YouTube is a video sharing website.

It allows users to upload, view, rate, share, add to playlists, comment on

videos, and subscribe to other users. 

 

YouTube is the second largest online search engine with 1.3 billion active

users across the world. 300 hours of video are uploaded per minute and

almost 5 billion videos are watched daily - *Merchdope* June 2019!!

Crazy!! 

 

Great for musicians though, because music videos make up some of the

most watched content on the site. It's great for marketing yourself, your

music, interacting with fans, professionals and other artists. 

 

Just like all other platforms, YouTube also has an algorithm and to be in it's

favour you must be active, engaging with content and fans! 

 

Here are my top FOUR tips for YouTube... 



PINTEREST
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PINTEREST

Pinterest works like an online scrapbook, allowing it's users to upload, save, sort

and manage beautiful images - known as pins. 

 

As well as being a social platform, Pinterest more importantly works like a search

engine. When a key word or phrase is searched, it offers up additional tags

below and these are the commonly searched topics related to your key word!

 

This is great for musicians because according to Hootsuite in February 2019, 98%

of users actually go out and try the things they find on Pinterest. This could mean

that a user who comes across one of your curated posts showcasing your next

single, video or merchandise, could be your next big fan, crossing them over from

passive to customer!

 

So how can we draw fans to your Pinterest account? Well, you could create

specific boards that entice new music lovers and fellow musicians. 

You can see an example of this over on the next page or go and visit 'The

Unsigned Artist' page at www.pinterest.co.uk/iamnikkipope .

 

http://www.pinterest.co.uk/iamnikkipope


**PINTEREST BONUS**

 

It's great for making money! Using visual content for sales is only expected to grow. 

Got new merchandise to sell?

THE UNSIGNED ARTIST 4. 10. 1
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PINTEREST

CREATE A PIN ON

YOUR BUSINESS

ACCOUNT

FILL  IN A DETAILED

DESCRIPTION USING

KEY WORDS

PROMOTE THE PIN

TO REACH MORE

TARGETED FANS

ADD LINK TO YOUR

ONLINE STORE

** OTHER BOARD IDEAS **

 

* Pictures taken from Pinterest, I did not take these and do not claim to own them
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Soundcloud is a music and podcast streaming platform that allows
listeners to enjoy your music worldwide. 
Soundcloud's global reach is 175 million monthly listeners and
According to stats there are 76 million monthly users on Soundcloud -
*Expanded Ramblings*
 
Set up your platform using the Social Set Up Kit we looked at
towards the beginning and then take a look at some of the pointers
below surrounding this service!

As with all of these platforms, to get the most exposure, you
need be an active member on it. Interact, Engage, Follow &
Comment

When uploading your track you must include:
- a solid 'Call To Action' (ie. to listen, follow, subscribe etc)
- Music purchase links
- Link fan to your socials
- Credit anyone who helped to create the track
- Include lyrics (optional) 

Get involved with any of the 'groups' features that relate to
your music

Every track uploaded gets an embed code. You can choose to
disable this which means that you can rest peacefully knowing
that you're able to share it with reviewers or bloggers, giving
them exclusive listens.



REDDIT
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REDDIT
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Before something is
considered viral, Reddit
has already been there,

seen it and shared it!
It is dubbed the ultimate

viral community! 
 

Users post content for
community members to
vote on which pushes it
up or down the feed,

depending on it's
popularity.

 

Some words to digest on the platform:

SUB-REDDIT'S:

KARMA'S:

These are votable message boards
where content is shared.

A feature Reddit uses to show how
much you participate in the community.
The more Karma's you have, the more
seriously your postings are taken. 
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REDDIT
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Reddit has a strict troll free zone and they make it very clear that they
will not tolerate any bad behaviour. They track and monitor your
comments, so if they catch anything they don't like then it is likely your
position on the site will be harmed. 
Participate with a positive attitude, comment, vote and share links.
 
When you are posting on the site, you should keep a log of which 
sub-reddits would be most suitable for your genre of music, here are
some popular ones you could consider:



REVERBNATION
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ReverbNation is a fantastic platform for the indie

artist and gives musicians a space to create a

profile, share/sell their music, update fans on

upcoming events and build your email list with their

in built mailing feature.

However, most importantly, ReverbNation has an

'Opportunities Board' which is an area where artists

are able to submit their music for industry jobs

giving them incredible exposure to bloggers, radio

airplay, magazines, festivals or even support slots

with bigger bands/ artists.

 

They have a free or paid package, however I do

believe that the paid version does offer you quality

and it's worth the investment so be sure to check it

all out by visiting www.reverbnation.com.

 

Make yourself a part of this thriving community and

you'll be opening yourself up to some awesome

opportunities. 

By using the free
package, you'll need
to pay a single fee
per submission on the
opportunities board.
Dependent on how
often you submit, it
would be worth
looking into the paid
package.
ReverbNation
automatically creates
you an EPK (Electronic
Press Kit) 
Keep an eye on the
ReverbNation charts,
especially your local
charts. The higher
your music ranks, the
more exposure you'll
get. 

PRO TIPS

INDUSTRY

OPPORTUNITIES

REVERBNATION

INDEPENDENT

ARTISTS

THE UNSIGNED ARTIST 4. 13
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REVERBNATION



TIK TOK
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So how does this help my music career Nikki?!

 

Okay, so since we've hit the TikTok epidemic, record labels have been trying to find ways

of utilising the audiences of major TikTok stars after noticing spikes in their artists new

music releases if an influencer lip syncs the song. 

Record labels are now knocking on the virtual doors of TikTok influencers, paying them to

make a video and sharing it with their millions of followers. 

Win Win, the record label reaps the rewards, the influencer gets paid and there is no

fear of copyright infringement because the license attached covers this. 

 

So, whilst the app is HOT, set yourself up a profile or reach out to see how much an

influencer would charge to lip sync your song?! 

 

Turn over for ideas on how to make full use of the platform as an artist...

TikTok is the new kid on the block!

It's the destination for short form

mobile videos, similar to the late great

vine and it's found a business model

that capitalises on lip-sync videos. 

 

The app allows users to upload clips

between 15 - 60 seconds long and has

a similar filter and editing tool like

Instagram and Snapchat. 

THE UNSIGNED ARTIST 4. 14
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TIKTOK
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WHERE YOU

ARE NOW

WHERE YOU

WANT TO BE

With your music, create challenges for your fans. This could possibly be a sing

off or a lip sync challenge? A 'best dance' award maybe? 

Offer a prize for the best submission, it could be a video message, show tickets

or a merchandise bundle.

·  TRACK 4 ·  SOCIAL MEDIA ·

TIKTOK

WHY DO YOU WANT TO GAIN FROM USING THIS APP?

TRACK YOUR PROGRESS AND ALWAYS HAVE A

STRATEGY!  

Hashtags on TikTok work just like Instagram hashtags, acting as a discovery tool

for users. The unique hashtags you use for your own TikTok videos should be

designed to easily go viral of shared by others also. Popular ones for TikTok are:

#tiktok   #music   #musically   #love   #video   #dance   #tiktokindo 

TikTok's algorithm loves a good localised contest, do not be afraid of running

smaller competitions with locally trending hashtags.

Maybe you are setting up a tour and you want to get them hyped for the show. 

Do not put all of your eggs in one basket though, a new app is a gamble

because you just do not know if it will last, HOWEVER you could be opening

yourself up to new fans that could follow you on to one of your more stable

platforms.

TIPS FOR USING TIKTOK



BANDCAMP
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Similar to ReverbNation, Bandcamp is an online profile for you or your band. It is used
by millions of fans around the world and is home to 3,000 labels. 
 
Profiles are clean, tidy and will include your music and if you have it yet, your
merchandise. What's better? It's completely free!
 
Bandcamp makes money when you make money, which in turn means that it will always
be centred  around serving the artist. Perfect!
 
Here's some pointers:
 

When you make a sale on Bandcamp, you keep 80-85% of the money. The
remainder goes to payment processor fees and Bandcamp's revenue share,
which is 10-15% for any digital items sold and 10% on physical goods. 

On the site you'll be able to monitor real time analytics, sales of music and
merchandise, and reach a whole new community of music lovers. Bandcamp
regularly submits sales reports to the biggest music charts, meaning there is
always the chance of your music being heard by the biggest in the biz! 

There is an option to subscribe to the premium service for a fee. This will give you
bigger stats, batch uploading, private streaming and so much more. At this time
(Dec 2019), this costs $10 a month. 

Since it's launch in 2007 to present day in 2019, fans have spent over $412
million to artists on Bandcamp!!



OTHER SITES

TO CONSIDER

!



Here are some other great platforms to look at:
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#1  
SNAPCHAT

#2 
BLOGGING

#4
LAST.FM

#3
THE HYPE MACHINE

OTHER SITES TO CONSIDER
·  TRACK 4 ·  SOCIAL MEDIA ·

#1: SNAPCHAT

 

A mobile messaging app that has 190 million daily active users, 3 billion snaps are sent daily and these are only viewable

for 1 - 10 seconds. It's great for marketing and running quick preview coupon challenges, however, because the

content disappears so quickly, your fans are not digesting the information as well. Still a great tool though so make sure

you check it out if you're not already familiar. 

 

#2: BLOGGING

 

The age of the blogger is back and in full force as the rise of the influencer becomes more and more apparent. Studies

show that there are 1.6 billion websites in the world and 500 million of them are recognised as blogs, with over 2 million

blog posts surfacing daily!

Getting reviewed on blogs for musicians is critical for creating awareness of your band and enticing a two way

conversation around your music. Read blogs regularly and figure out which bloggers you might want to work with,

someone who best suits your style of music. 

 

#3: THE HYPE MACHINE

 

The Hype machine is a music blog aggregator. It indexes hundreds of music sites, collects the latest posts and shares

them for easy streaming and discovery. 

There are one millions registered users, and it works like a music chart. 

Readers rate the blogs and then it moves up and down the chart dependent of it's popularity, resetting every couple of

days.

Artists that rank highest are recognised throughout the industry and across a whole new community of music lovers.

 

#4: LAST.FM

 

Last.FM was a popular social network for music enthusiasts long before other social music services started popping up.

You can build a profile to connect with the 30 million users on the site, whether they are all still active can be questioned

as there are no reason stats, but it is free and could be worth looking into. 



SAFEGUARDING
YOURSELF

ONLINE

!



Social media can help to grow awareness around you and your music, but one thing I really
want to stress is that above all, you must put your well-being first.
 
Aside from online pressures, musicians also have to contend with the downsides of being in
the industry, and these could include, bouts of depression, anxiety, touring, burnout, addiction,
loneliness and I'm sure we've all been there... self doubt!
 
So lets discuss the darker side of these online platforms. Of course, I want to give more weight
to the positives of social media because my belief is that if you put out positivity then you'll
attract it back, however its vital to recognise and talk openly about the demons, have an
understanding of why they exist and how we can best protect ourselves. 
 
In the workshop, I had the absolute honour of introducing my first ever expert guest to 
'The Unsigned Artist', the Creator and Founder of 'Musica Therapy', Sital Panesar.
 
Musica Therapy have a mission to improve the mental health and well-being of musicians,
hoping to weave a safety net into the industry to allow musicians to feel confident with access
to relevant support. 
You can find them online at musicatherapy.com or through Instagram at @musicatherapy.

THE UNSIGNED ARTIST
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'The music industry is home to many vulnerable people who are drawn to a
sense of community as well as to the cathartic outlet music can provide'

- musicindustrytherapists.com -

Check out our conversation towards the
end of the workshop. 
 
Turn over for some tips on how to
manage and understand more clearly
some of the harder aspects of the
business on and offline. 
I have also given some suggestions and
contacts for you to use in a time of
need.



Here are a few online pitfalls to be aware of: 
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Internet Trolls:       A troll is someone who says something negative or nasty to get a           
                               reaction, whether thats upset or anger. They are looking for       
                               attention and they will usually make it feel personal. 

If you are confronted with a troll, you've heard it time and time again but
the best thing to do is to ignore them. Easier said than done, I know,
especially if it feels personal. It's usually not, you are most probably on a
long list of victims who will be receiving similar comments. 
Reach out to people who have been open about abuse online and talk to
them. There is definitely something VERY therapeutic about clicking that 
BLOCK and REPORT button - give it a try.
Focus on your real fans that support you and truly love what you do!

Online Pressures:  

It's okay to want these things, you just need to find that healthy balance.
Understanding that you are seeing rose tinted snapshots from a glancing
second in that persons life is a major part in overcoming those pressures.
There's definitely no judgement here, I can appreciate a beautiful person,
feed or product and if you want to showcase certain parts of your life
then that's fine, just make sure that your voice is authentic - that is your
responsibility. Sharing the less glamorous aspects from time to time will
help followers to relate to you. By sharing your struggles as well as your
successes should also make you feel comfortable in the fact that you are
being honest with your representation. 

Pressures to look perfect on social media, to ride the next trending wave,
to curate that stunning feed - they can all add up to cause depression,
anxiety and sleep deprivation. 

' They're projecting their feelings onto your platforms, and whilst that's not
fair, that might be their way of dealing with something going on with
them. You don't have to engage, you have a choice in that.'

Sital Panesar
'Musica Therapy'
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This addiction is a behavioural one that has been found to negatively
impact the mental health and relationships of those afflicted. It's
defined as a compulsive and excessive over use of social media. 

We've all fell down rabbit holes on the internet, you go on for one thing
and then get caught up in watching that cute video of a puppy. Before
we know it, an hour or more has passed and we are no further forward!
It's hard to catch but some of the signs include checking for notifications
every few minutes, mood swings determined by responses on socials or
even noticing withdrawal symptoms if social media use is restricted.
These addictions come from dopamine-inducing social environments, so
the rush of a 'like' or a 'comment' that these social networking sites
provide in abundance. 
Try being more aware of your patterns online, reducing your time and
scheduling everything to allow detachment more regularly. 

Envy:  

Try to change your mindset to a more positive one. Try thinking how it
would feel to be PROUD of your friends or that strangers achievement. It
will genuinely provoke a much healthier response for your mind and body. 
Another hard truth is to stop seeking approval from others, it's partly to
do with this. Creating music for YOU will attract like minded people. 

Feeling empty or worse about yourself after spending time online. You
may experience an overall drop in mood after reading through posts, or
flicking through photo albums. For musicians, it's easy to compare your
career to others. 

' If you had a friend in the office 24/7 and they didn't leave, wouldn't you
think there was something wrong?  Just because you work for yourself, it
doesn't mean you have to be on there 24/7. Balance it out and give
yourself office hours.'

Sital Panesar
'Musica Therapy'

Addiction :  

'Your art is unique and it is all yours, so it isn't really comparable to
someone else's journey. Remember that this is your journey and it's
personal to you!'

Sital Panesar
'Musica Therapy'
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Here are some other great tips on how to look after yourself: 

Say NO when things don't feel good!

Pack less into your day so that you're not rushing around. Manage your
time better. 

Recognise when you are in a constant state of burnout and do not
justify it by saying that you love what you do. Give yourself time else
you'll be no good for the progression of your career.

Clear your home screen of apps so they are less accessible

What do you need? Keep replenishing your reserve tank. 

Do not ever feel shamed to ask for help. Speak with friends and
family, reach out to a therapist, there are low cost options and free
helplines that will listen when you need to speak. 

CONTACT OPTIONS FOR HELP

'Music Minds Matter' is a 24/7 support
line through Help Musicians UK: 
0808 802 8008

'We Rise LA' is a pop up arts and
wellness initiative with a 'get help'
hotline in the USA: 1-800-854-7771

'Music Industry Therapist Collective'

offer UK & US music industry therapist
support: musicindustrytherapists.com

'The Unsigned Artist' guest speaker:
Sital Panesar - 'Musica Therapy'
musicatherapy.com 

https://www.musicmindsmatter.org.uk/
https://whywerise.la/get-help/
http://musicindustrytherapists.com/
https://musicatherapy.com/


The biggest 
adventure you 
can take is to 
live the life 
of your dreams.

-  OPRAH WINFREY
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BONUS FEATURE #1
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GOAL #1
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JUN
 

JUL
 

AUG
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GOAL #2 GOAL #3

SET YOURSELF THREE REAL IST IC GOALS PER MONTH



We're opening the doors to our exclusive

membership coming in Summer 2020 for

driven and determined artists.

 

And since you've completed the course,

we think you could be a perfect fit!

REGISTER YOUR 
INTEREST TO JOIN

READY FOR THE
NEXT LEVEL?

https://www.nikkipope.com/membership


JUST OUR WAY OF
SAYING 'THANKS! '

Get 15% off your next purchase from the

online shop!

 Just use the discount code:

UNSIGNED15!

VISIT  THE SHOP AT WWW.NIKKIPOPE.COM/SHOP


